Princeton, New Jersey 08540 . The objective of this study is to identify potential sources of linguistiestbias in Amie&Forces aptitude tests. '--General aspects of a sociolinguistic perspective-are set forth as a basis for investigating the use of language in tests. . linguistic interference is Investigated for three different aspects of language usage in tests: directions; word .
pr blems, as seen in tests for arithmetic lessoning and automotive information; and word knowledge. For each of the ain areas of investigation procedures for verification and experimentation ire suggested,and further qtiestiofis. are xplored. The conclusion summarizes specific considerations that should begiven to sociolinguistic aspects bf ' aptitude tests and suggests ways in which thisanalysis may be "Wowed by by test designers and test interpreters. This report is, in part, based on work begun by Pe'reonnel, /-7- .of the Center Tt ApplieLinguistics, undercontract DAHC 15.. 73-C7030,--vii, a theoretical study which hid as its aim theidentification' of potential-sources of linguistic bias in armed servic &s selection aptitude batteries, particularlyis these might affect the piireirmance ofmembers of ethnic minority and lower socioeconomicclass,groups. The study was based on the extensive body of linguistic writing ,and research datetz! . HistorickllY speaking, aptitude testing has been a major factor in manpower management.since,World War I, when the first large scale use of 1..
Introduction.
aptitUde-test4.ng helped to mobilize military personnel. Since that time, '''''the measurement of aptitudes bas,occupied a central position in such activities,ad personal counseling, educational planning, vocational training, and career d academic Selection and placement. Tests havt received extremely wide use in the.selection and placement of applicants by eiployers,-college 'a issions'officAfs, recruiters, administrators, anti job supervisors. When used for these purposes; tests' are intended to benefit both"instittitionsand ipdiViWUals. Thabenegt to theinstitutiOn accrues from. ,tile possibitetY of improved accuracf of selection, i;q., minimizingtHeqlumbeapplicants 'selected or placedowho will 'subsequently fail to Om adequately.
Thus,,the institution is less likely to waste valuabl iresourdes to train individuals who are not, to benefit front, them.
Similarly, dividuals are thought to Z= benefit,' in, thatsfhowyllose probability of adequate performance is not great are not admitted, Ilius minimizing unproductive effort,and resources by these individuals and sparing them the personal traimna of failure.
i , However, while mahagemeat may see the use of.tests_as an effidient way to channel talent, others often view thp "gatekeeping" function of-' tests as-a barrier to economic and social advancement. In the latter view, tests dretthreatvning to-those required-to take them and a deterrefit to-the upward mobility of those whose performance outhem,is noncompetitive. In a high unemployment economy, j"ob availability is likely tobe restricted to those having even higher test performance. Thus, and visi'bility'of testsp:and Perhaps the hostility, toward them, is .j more prevalent. (e.g., Byham & Spitzer, 1971, pp.,14-36; Griggs vs. Duke Power: Co., 1971 (knaatati, 1958; pp.'505-571) ; women are said to be handicapped on tests that require experiences more commonly available to males ' (Tyler, 1965,.pp. 243-251) . Blacks, women,:and those for whom English is a second language all compete increasingly and'trisibly for jobs and-professionar standards get by the traditional job-holders of America--White men in appropriate age ranges (1J.S." Department of Labor, 1933) . Given this situation, it is reasonable to ask whether a low score truly forecasts low performance and whether the score difference is relevant to the purpose for which the person is to be employed. Furthermore, impo rtant to ascertain.whether it is some temporary and easily remedied diat4vantage of Ainority.groups that accounts for the low scores effectively exclude them from sought- An important assumption often made in interpreting-test scores is thilt given reasonably comparable exposure to the culture, differences in performing reflect past differences In response tp, that culture. Furthermore, it seems reasonable to expect .these differencep to continue I and to influence future job p I rformance (Canady, 1971, pp. 89-101; T Samuda,.1975, pp. 42-50 )1 e premise of comparable exposure to a.
. culture, however,,may be untenable. It fact, there are those (e.g., Samuda, 1975, pp. 63-100) who believe that dif&rent groups (men and \ womenwomen,,for example) are actually exposed to.different cultures, The .\.", ,_for question is whether the resulting grup differences in test scores are relevant to job; Performance. Thete differences may or may not properly reflect subsequent job performance, depending pn a wide range of circumstances. Further studies relating group differences in test scores to on-the-job performance (e.g.t... Bray, 1972; Campbell, ,Pike, & Flaugher, ?,- 1969)&are dearly needed.
The objective identification of. test bias parameters requires consideration from more than a purely psychometric perspective. An early effort undertaken-by.an American iwthological Association-(APA) task'force11969) to idgiatify and define sources of bias,in employment practices attempted to consider all aspects of the,employeeselection and promotion processes. These aspects include reception facilities,
' I employer attiyudes, aptitude testing, interview, protocols,. biographical data; and performance evaluation methods. The asic concern was:the possibility of inadvertently introducing bias at,vitrious stages of the pretceas, ifrOm,thie,Preliminary screening by the r ceptionist'to,the final \ decisiod made by the'persOnnel director.
. \
The basic' recommendation made was that valida ion of objective data -'should be uadertaken'whenever possible to ensure t at the information ,needed to make personnel.decisions is both avallabl\ and appropriate. The conclusion reached was that statistical validity as it affects the', evaluation instruments, is the most important factor adeternining the presenCe of,bias in the selection process. Thus,'se ection for employment or promotion should be made on,the basis of as any objective, valid indicators as possible. O.) those in which the prediction-equation observed for minority groups is different from the equation computed for the general sample on which the test was validated and (2) those in which the percentage disqualified by the test is larger for minority groups than for the geteral validation sample. In 'one view, the existencetf differences between'the mean, test scores of _racial or ethnic groups (leading to different proportions being selected) is priMa facie evidence of*bias. In this view, the burden of 'proof is oy the user to establish the validity of_tbe predictor.
Amore. 'recent SuremeGourt decision (Washington vs. David; °deniesthat prima facie evidence can be established merely on the basis of differen-,,,4-tials in hiring" ates(which may be associated with differenceain test performance). * Cleary et,a1.-(1975) have examined the.essumptions and technical' problems related to theuse of aptitude-measures in personnel decisions, making special referench to those aspects.of teat bias and fairness addressing test misuse, test score misinterpretation,'and the measure-A went of multiple skills. TheY'vieW the issue of fairness-which generally pertains to test use, not testconteht--as a problem common to both minority groups and the general populationhe'concept of fairness depends upon 4 number of factors., ttie major one being the responsible, profestional'e knowledge of the strengths and weaknesses of the' test and the appropriateness of particular applicatiOns. In , this view, both bias and fairness are more strongly related to predictive (criterion-related) validity than to any other factor:
The higher ,,the 'Validity, the more fair the test (or other measure).
This stablement also holds tiue when separate regression equations are ghnerated to acco...date two or more grohps_in_the population__tested, _ Cleary et al. ('975) and Reilly' (1973) describe situations in which, over-or under-prediction results from'an artifact of,the , when two groups, can,be assumed to com froi the.seme general 1;iVarigte population, the predicted performance sing a common regression/line can be expected to result in over-predicfto for the group at-tbe-bkttopof the'distribntion when compared with pred ctiOn resulting from a separate equation cqmputed for that gioup. Conver ely, the performance of those 0 at the .top of the distribution will be un er:-predictedto some _extent.
£hus, if some iantifiable group occupies a partiblar area at either -. end of the distribution of dsample sharing a common prediction equation, there will be a tendency to under-or over-predict performance, depending -upon its rank in the distribution. Flaugher (1974) Theuse of the proportion who qualified versus the prOportion Who would succeed on the job seems to be a readonable standad for deterMining the presence of bias. However, Cole (1973) advances the view that given one member of themajority group a91 one member of a minority \, group, both of whom would succeed if selected, fairness requires, that each have the same probability of being selected. It should be noted thaf,these models of bias, including, the purely' statistical models, contradict each other in particular bases. In .fabt, 1 Petersen and NoVick (1970- point out that on13;-two of the seven'modelsthey reviewed were internally consistent with respect to their lOgical converses. 'Cronbach (1976) suggests that, at the, least, psychometrics can help lawyers aml.philosophers to "put more substantial arguments behind competing 'rules for obtaining eqUity" (p. 41). (Cole, 1973; Einhotn & Bass, 1971; Guion,.1966; Petereeh SeNovidk, 1976) .
In practice', these' procedures have often been used by universities wanting'diversity in their student bodies. The.mcdification of admilsionS standards' for 'minority group -, members has on several occasions, however, resulted in legal attion against universities, (e.g., Bakke vs. Regents of the University of
. ,.
-.;- California, 1975; Ginger, 1974 HaweVer, no such Coniont has fet been'found that will t --,yigid this result. Furthermore,,the record to date strongly suggests that Y:l'he Starch for completely culture fair content is not a promising.activity-i ', (Anastasia 1968,.pp..280-286; Dyer, 1.960; 'Jorge, 1953, p15. 76-83; Tannenbaum, /-4965, 'pp. 721-723 At the other :end are those "nowatlida0" J rieties,,which are used in less formal communication among intimates., e of usage-is also -correlated with the educational background,*oi the esker, withTiore educated speakers tending to prefer, the formal, . tandard variety. Informal or nonstandard usageby educated speakers /would be placed near the middle of the continuum. , ,.
. The language used in most tests is drawn almost entirely from the, formal range of the spectrum. Furthermore, test language tends to Aiflect written rather than spoken usage. In particular, thiavariety--: normal written --involVes the use of complex sentence ,structures and " licitabulary elements rarely found in the spoken language. But test tAkays differ with respect to previous, exposure to formal standard language. Those who in 'their social environment have had less exposure, to,this variety will tend to have correspondingly less, facility in ./. "--10cAting, reading:add-writing it.' This.situationdoet not imply .ihat the cognitive,capacities of such speakers are limited. r.
4
Will be-the linguistic difficulty encountered in taking the test, -.One_ Would therefore expect the level of linguistic difficulty 'to be gieate; for thoge who typically employ nonstandard varieties of English or who come from environments' where English-is not the primary language. To the extent that these individuals are able to use the language of their 'own environmehts:effectively, one would expect effective communication in.new situations when given the opportunity to learn the linguistic demand of these situations and to praCtice skills needed to meet these,
Sociolinguistics, then,' deals with the particularities of the interaction of language type and social experience, The evaluation of language correctness and the prescription of linguistic eticiPette, however, are not proper functions'of sociolinguistics. Asia social science,,sociolinguisstics does aspire to a'systematieunderstanding of the interactions "between subculture, language-variety, and language 'comprehension.
It=fa anticipated that;-the application of socic linguAtic analysis and vesearch Will provide4another perspective on some of the problems associated with the-language of testing. e The present report does.not promise a-comprehensive treatment of testing problems from the point of view of sociolinguistics. Its purpose is to show by examples how a sociolinguistic application might be approached. An obsolete military selection test battery will be used as'a representative and illustrative example. Accordingly, the discussion fCcusseaon'several areas in which language-related concerns -44_-are appropriate to test.00nstruction, administration, and interpretation. The ensuiig discussion includes-: , 1. "An examination of potential nonskill-related difficulties ,arising from language differences.
A consideration of test directions from a so.cio-linguistic viewpoint, 3 A statement of four sociolingUistic principles-for evaluating test items and directions. A critique. of the synonyms item type'.
The .use of this strategy is4flot intended to convey a negative'image of military tests. In fact, the relatively minor,violations of principles ,fin the test items chosen to illustrate points makes our, examples .seem at tines 'somewhat' labored. ,Many of the principles, therefore, might be more properly 'applied to ,tests' andAttems containing tore flagrant violations. In any test batter, it is:important that the test dirctions establish a common frame of reference for all the test takers. then can differences in individual' performance, be attributed to -'di, fer-,ences in the, skill tested-icather than to inadequate test directio s: Orally administered directions are, the information-bearing test lements_ for which it Is easiest to infer equal examinee exposure. °But, in spite of oral directions and the numerous pieces of.ciarifying infor tion they convey, the assumption that the directions establish a Common / baseline should be seriouslyeexamania:
Since directions also serve as introduction to the tes some attention must also be focused on the setting and the atmo,phere they create. 'Both of these conditions should convey the inten ion to be reasonable and helpful. \\.. visor to compensate for possible deficiencies in examinees' reading ability.-This,strategy is needed to ensure'comprehension of the infor--mation by all participants because'the general xlir4tions,/as. well as those in separate subtests, include faitiyflOngland:detaiied passages. In fact; they were longer and more detailed 'thap any of the test itemso ';he.variety of English with whiChthe examinee is familiar may swell. ,condition his ability to understand another variety.-Examinees who have reading-difficulties may also be relatively undOed to reading or hearing formal English off the kind found in the Sample 'tests. In this sense, 4,-'the test gives an advantage to those social, economic, orethnic subgroups who are,comfortable with the type of language used in the test. Although it is hol feasible to develop directions tb ;Ali* every examinee is accustomed,-fthere are aqiumber of langUage modifications'that might be 'helpful. 1140e of these are given below; others are discudsed under the principlet Presafited in Section 7. However, nowhere.else in the7battery is time mentioned,_. The examinee 'might, therefore, be led to assume that since no time limit is mentioned for the second subtest, none willbe applied. This assumption is clearly inappropriate in light of-the 10-miriute time limit thae is imposed on,thil; test. The principle IlluiErated here is that when information is given;'it sets up an expectation ortresponse set., In order to aveild unwarranted conclusions by the examined, directions should be such that all repetitiotis symmetric. Any changes in test requirements should by preceded by explicit instructions appropriate,to these new requirements.
l'EN Supervisor's Delivery
. r -'The, use'of emphasis and negative imperatives to ensure clarity is valuable but potentially risky. Obviously, the directions shouldbe as helpful as possible in setting the tone of the examination situation. Emphasizing negatives and placing stress on particular words in a sentence; however,. mayrreaultin an irritating, unnecessarily authoritarian delivery, Negative imperatives were frequently used'in .dge teat battery to repeat information first presented as a direct livers-. five. As such, they were probably a necessary expansion. In,general, the iltrftsed elements in directions to examinees conform to patterns' of stress" assignments found in the /angtiage as a Whole (Bolinger, 4962, the more anxious examinees (Green,1973; ,Sadock, 1972 ,,Insofar as-these'factors in-t'erfereiwith.an accurate assessment,of What is being tested or p6duce unnecessary antagonism toward the agency sponsoring the testing, they shoulebe modified.
1.
Cultural:Considerations
The most subtle potential for test bias-restsAn,the unstatei assumptions, both social and lingdistic, of the test construCtor.q Since these Assumptions concern language or cultural matters regarad as -inherently natural,,stlf-explanatory, and completely,obvious; the measure-. mentlxpert may be hard pressed to recognize them as matters requiring attention.
The linguistic' example given'belowSighlighta the problem by illustrating 'language featureithat the native speaker would perobably never question.
Instead, he might assume. that all languagesApre functionally eqUivalent, that they operate within.the same frame of fkerefice and make the same kinds Qf distinctions.
N ' An example of ,the,44rid of-problem that poseOlfficulties for nonnative speakers (even these Who haveattained tielative fluency in English) is the use of the'article a. This article bas both a generic reading (e.g., A'human brain is heavier at birth than is a frog brain.
--She is a Marilyn Monroe.) and An indefinite, specific reading (e.g., A man came'into.the store this marring.) (Lawler, 1972 . The prices were . -. . Howmuch did he s end?" In some languages, this ambiguity of the article';i does not exist; an examinee whose native language makes the distinction explicit might not automatically equate "a man" and "he," ,and so may be confused by thi'aMbrguity in test items in English.
The problems, which do not exist for those who speak only English--but,may exist for others--qan'be ameliorated'by substituting proper names or other specific designations for 'a man." f .More pervasive, in the test battery, but more amenable to correction, are the cultural assumptions that condition Ohat is the "best" answer to a given test question.
These are most apparent in those subtests where objective criteria for determining correct answers are either unclear or unavailable.
The following item,'taken from a Wotd Knowledge Test, illustrates the point; The examinee, asked to choose between "heavy",and "powerful" in finding a synonym for 'Potent," but who does not know that in formal English "heavy" could not mean "potent," is at a'disadYantage, paiticulatly if the word has that meaning in the examinee4sUyn speech.
While the'relatIvely minor defects in the particulat items presented above may not be especially harmful, the point to be made is this: There are subtle differences in the structure of langdages, i both.formal-and nformal, that create .a potential for the inadvertent introduction pflmbiguity--and'possiblybias--to tests: Careful review of test contently thoughtful test constructor& and/o' language experts could obably eliminate most major problems.
6.J. Values Specific to the Majority Culture , ,The4act that society placed a high value.on verbal ability is dot itself a problem; deciding which aspects of verbal ability are impor-. tant-,however, is a problem. The example tests' heavy dependence on vaabUlary,items reflecting an extremely .formal style Cross the roaawith cautidn.) implies that knowing Obrds of,this ki d isiof,prinie concern. Zn'addition, the stimulus item fs A Spanish speaking-examinee misreading this word as fete (festival) or trying to relate itIto a Spanish cognate may.mistakenly-' -choose the word celebration as the correct emswer. This examinee appears; therefore, to be penalized by attempting to exercise a productive'and useful bilingual skill. It is likely that this,item may indeed fulfill the purpose for which it is intended--discriminating ' between examinees who know the word's meaning and those who do-not. The point, hkever, is that, in the face of uncertainty, some featureof the 'exaMineeZs language.or culture may determine the attractiveness of . alternate choices. The example given here suggests that a non-Spanish epeaking,miaminee who does not know the meaning of the word fete might maket a random choice, therebi:having. a 25% chance of correctly answering -the item.
Spanish peaking' examinees, on the other.hand,gight more ,frequently employ the bilingual skill mentioned above, choosing a 1 particular incorrect alternative, celebration, more often. Mum, attempting to'devise plausible alternatives or multiple-choice items; Attitem writers should exercise care in Order to reduce the possi-_ -litythat,spedific alternatives are .not differentially attractiye to qpe subgroups defined by common cultural or linguistic chpractgristics andard item analysis procedures could be used to empirically assess sible'differences _ .
Other Particular Problems
Another potentially troublesome-situation becomes apparent wh . one realizes that most words have several possible, son- 'ring to, four-,words found in4ie Word Knowledge, subtedt.
According to Webster's Third International Dicbeonary, the word ample is defined as: Buxom, portly.
In light of these. definitions, two of -the alternative choices, fat and . well-shaped, might be considered as'defensibleschoices. -Well-shaped might be chosen by,a4vexaminee whose' subculture considers portliness to-be-a-physically attractive quality.
Likewise, an archaic.definielon of scour ("beat, punish") recorded in thesame dictionary might make the choice of whip acceptable.. .Similarly, one definition*of sullen ("of'a dull color, of-somber hue") could possibly Make two 'of the choices, grayish yellow and very. dirty 'seem reasonable. A dOSely related iiroblem-isillustpted by an item teating elm meaning of terse; defined in Webster's Third International 'Dictionary as "smoothly elegan t: polished, refined "-and "devoid of 'superfluity: brief, concise." Although the keyed response? pointed, 41°i s the bestChOice available for terse, it is not ap obvioussynonym for. either of Mebster's definitions.
Granted, the preilems7!illUbtrated are not severe in the sample test,. especially since the instructions direct the examinee to select the best answer: However,, one must ask the question, "Do vocabulary-items with these types,of distractors represe4t0i4e most effective approach to'. measuring vocabulary or verbal,ability Are these kind's-of word discriminations, which mayin fact have a spurious -Attractiveness'for some sub-,groups, the best Choices which could beloade if viewed ,from a,semantic or linguistic perspeqpie?
6.3; Errors of Omission
In constructing a test such as Arithmetic Reasoning:test writers--typically use examples which, they 'assume will reflect the everyday experiences of most examinees. ,Ift doing this, however, the tester may exclude-useful Material. It seems appropriate.,_therefott,-to examine testtaterials to determine what the examiner may have omitted as he *4 tried to select only common material.
,
The sample test's failure to reflect the diversity.of the popufation 'Ocing the test illustrates the.tendency.fortomission. Persons named in,the test are tailed Tom, Bill, John, or Ja-4,tftypical white, middleclass names. The Puerto Rican. or Mexican-American finds nothing in-, the test that' acknowledges the existence of-his culture; 'women are conspicuously absent also, even in traditionally female situations sich as purchasing food and clothing. This-practice certainly avoid's. A-judgmental analysis-of these subtests indicated that foU'r specific sociolinguistic principles, are important both, in describing ared6 in hich minority examinees encounter difficulty and in suggeek-ineremedial action' to neutraliZe these diffiulties. The principle of processing,_reflecting rhe_aSammption_thatiitems an be'categorized in terms or the language and reasoning processes they require, suggests that particular item categories, or subtests, should contlin only items that require the same process(es). The erA "iroceasirie is related td the test taker's ability to rtspond app,ppriaeely to different types of information ordering. This entairs,dealing with situations in whiCh the nature,of the 'information given varies in several significant ways. The correct response, if answered using only the intorination presented, .
--in the item stem, would be "10 cents," rather,than 2% as requiretby 1 . - the optionN Here the examinee must, rely on information given in the stimulus material and on the risaver choices, since the question makes -no mention of percentages. Iii addition to the simple calculation required, the test taker must also realize that an additional step, conversion to, a percentage fighre, is implicitly demanded. The diScrepancy can be avoided by following the test construction practice of havikg'a completely self-contained stem. In the abovedexample,'Stating ' the quUtion. Still'another set of information processing stilts is,,ne ded to -answer another type of Arithmetic Reasoning item. differing with respect to type of reasoning processe4 required are in------:-cluded-within a given subtest, the-varied teMs_were included by_design__ --end.are necessary to the.pUrpose.of the test. For example --e varied sampleOforeasoning.processes would be.required in the,case of summation scores where higher scores-are intended to mean more ability /mastery of mathematical principles. 7.2.1. Too much-informatfOn. ,In some items, the examinees will encounter a mismatch between-the amount of information available and the amount needed to solve the problem. A test takerhay&Aticipate 'that all the information givqn in a problem is.to be userin its solution, only to find out later that some of it is irrelevant. This situation may or may not be desirakle"depending on the tester's purpose. If the purpose is to assess the examinee's ability 'to ignore irrelevant; information, including such information is quite appropriate and, in fact, necessary. This practice is pcommonly used in the development of' the 4O-called data sufficiency items found 141,a Number of well-known t.6N.
P --
if,however, the tester' purpose is to assess the agility of the examinee to reason fromre ant information, then it seems desirable to include only pformation.',kequired to solve the problem. Consider In essence, the inclusion of such irrelevant informatidn violates a .
principle of langtiage usage that Grice (1967) Unlikely tp be awake-that such is usually, the case. A simple rewording of the item would add to the verbal content but make it /Wore acceptable!"
The most serious problems of insufficient information involvethOse ' items that allOw'legitimate alternattve tracks -of reasoning and lead to analgesic which arescored As incorrect``. For example: '. ! k Gasoline costs 20 cents a gallon befoTe taxes.. There is a 20% road tax on each' gallon of gas; as well as a.5% city tax and a 5% state tax.' whIp is the total cost of 8 gallons, of gasoline? This item allows. for the_` computation of taxes based either on an accelerated figUre or on a constant baie price. Using the accelerated approach, the 'examinee would take,20%.of the hase.price'X20 cents) and add .the computed tax (4 cents) to the bate p-r#ce, Additional tUes would be applied to-the new total at each step.-Although uding:this accelerated procedure may not be strictlycorrect, the current use of the,ever popular surcharge might make such 'a choice seem keasOnable ,to many examinees.' Since the itek is intended to assess arithmetidireaSoning, not specific knowledge of tax computations, the apparent ambiguity should probably be rectified by including additional information.' 7.3.
The Prindiple of Formality
This principle states that the greater the distance'between the variety of English familiar to an individual nd that used in a test,-, the greater will be the.potenti linguistic, ifficulty for the exaMinee.
The probl'em.s more se i when there are marked differences 'between the variety of language an dividua speaks and.the variety which he must read than when an.individuai' spoken -usage more nearly (proximates the written form.-Nonstandard Spoken language varieties are most characteristically employed by.in equent readers (who are' often of lower socioeconomic class backgro d) and in informal settings. CiVen that -most tests are written in a re tively formal,variety of standard-English, the principle states t the level 'of linguistic 'difficulty would tend to be systematicall, reater foA. individuals from lower socioeconomic baFkgrounds and backgroIds where English is not.
'the primary. language than fOr those from dle-class hackgroues.. ,
The type of language used in testi ften has certain peculiarities that-distinguish it from the 1 e of everyday Conversation and even frowthe-formal standard English found in other types of writFor the most part, these differences are in'sentence structure anal vocabulary choice,. and thq-donstitute/probably the more seriobs_and more correctible sources of'potenN4p1 bias in the example test battery.
For example, a sentextdethe following, not uncommon, in standareiedtesis, would bi..ielatil3M rare in spoken English':
When measUrincan unknown voltage\veth a voltmeter, ti proper preCaution to ,take is to start with the ... The principle of redundancy states that the redundancy-reducing rules characteristic of written English may cause difficulty-for ekatineek whose familiarity with formal written English is limited. These ruleg serveto reduce redundancy by deleting information that is identical'toinformation previously stated,-hy converting relative clausel to moreabbreviated_constructions-, and by introducing various references to previously mentioned material.
Xor example, the deletionof.the preposition in a sentence such as "Bill makes ten dollars a week (by) washing cars makes thb sentence slightly less clear (though perhaps more, conversational).-Similarly, the use of a reduced clause construction in-reference to a container' that weighs "1,200 pounds dipty" is less clear than the full construction "1,200-pounds when it is empty." In.other items, the kinds of redudtion allowed by English grammar in comparative sentences may' have been used to the potential disadvantage:of some test taiter6. "When reduction, is a plied to comparative sentences, ambiguity may be introduced and bompr ension reduced. For example, a sentence such as, "John has helped more p ple than Bill" is ambigUOUs.
It can mean "John has helped more people t an Onsa,Bill," or "John has helped mire 'people than Bill has helped." It would be.better'to give the fuller form, "4ohn h'slelped!' more people,than Bill has helped," if thatis the intended"m tng.
"--944$ The item below begins with ,.a.complex sentence to which a syntactic deletion rule called "gapping" has'been applied. -empirical data on these questions, lepl-to the performance.of a small pilot ., -from dsociolinguistic context raise numerous quest ons concerning their be noted that the proposed revisions involving redundancy-reddcing rules -;redundancy, werei.fequested. to rate the items in two sub-tests of the Gapping allows redundant material to be deleted in a series of similar% may be quite difficnit.t9 follow; a very substantial reduction_in difficulty might be achieved in this item by giving the full ungapped form. In otherinstinces, however, gapping mar be effetively applied: -slow readers, especia14-lip readers, and individudie less familiar. with might question the effect of redundancy-reducing revisions on reading : with the four principles, i.e., pragmatics, processing, fortalitY, and to reduce passage length. Inclusionlof redundant material often helps formal English to understand the content of the test items.
quite often require an increase in the length of the sentence. The fddges were askedto indieate whether)). t specific terms violated the principles and, if so, which principles we e violated. 'The analysis indicated-that On one safest judges, agreed wet? each other reasonably well. They agreed upon (1) the, items, which violatet.sociolinguistic' .. principles,-(2) the seYerity of the violation, and (3) the particular principle involved. There was a noted lack of agreement, however, between the judges on the other subtest with Very few indicationsiby two of the judges of a violation of sociolinguistic.principles.
The degree of relationship found between judges on one of the sub-tests, suggests that the four principles can, with-further experimental refinement, be used to identify potential sociolinguistic problems in tclitt 8.1; Future Applications 4 thorough application of sociolinguistic principles to test developmentwould require a more extensive effort than the attempt made in the t present study. It would entail the folloWinOteps: (1) a set of materials would be examined by sociolinguists',.,who would then formulate 'r a set of principles and adequate. rating scales for dealing with the language . of tasts;*(2) the resulting principles would be Applied to a new set of= materials to producg:tests free from_the previously described defects; (3) _unrevised, but otherwise identical tests would also be assembled, and the 
4
The Word KnowledgersUbtest is the only test in'the example battery specifically intended to assess a:verbal skill., irlf any of the tasks 0 be performed in this subtest are not related tb wold knowledge, then the content validity of the test might be questioned. For a sociolinguist, an attempt to establish'content validity-would entail framing a concept for the 'term "word knowledge" and than determining ,if the items satisfy the concept. An even tore appropriate method would involve writing test specifi?ationsa, implied by the concept. Since we must deal here with an existing_test, the latter approaChis art poshible. Knowledge Of the pronunciation and spelling af, words.
The Word Knowledge subtest does not seem to demand all seven of,the 4-knowledies listed above, although each might be helpful.' This suggests' that there is no full assessment of the examinee's word knowledge, nor was one intended.
c.
.
But-there are 'problems encountered in the use of the synonymic form beyond the limitations previously described. _One type of mismatch is spt. up in.the dieetions in subtask 2 of the test where the candidate is asked to decidewhich choice "most nearly means the same" as the stem word; In an example the wording shift, incorrectly and unfortunately, to "means the same." *Clearly the former more accurately reflects the task than the . latter, since very few words are exact synonyms, though they may be judged approximately so. 'Mismatches also occur between stem words and correct alternatives. three of the Most frequent kinds o #. such mism4ches are given below. In the Word Knowledge subtest, knowing which of the a4tAthqives, carries the same semantic content is vety helpful. 'Expettenc4.4eaches that oneto-one equivalence of this kind rarely, if ever, exists. ,Even . though a limited-set-of experiences may yield the judgment that a pair .of.Wards are SynonymouS, only one relatively minor experience is needed to-didpioye the judgment.
(See Binnick,,I971, 1972 and Lakoff (1972) for just Such instances of dispr00%of snynoymy.) Even in such a close 'pair as sweat/perspiration, the words are not equivalent in-all situa--tions;.hcirses sweat,'while people perspire. A man lives by the sweat (not therspiration) of his brow. The differences are also apparent.
in humour triads such as:'. I am firm.
You are obstinate', He is a pig-headed-fool. She's, intelligent,,(; in fact, she's brilliant).
The children are happy.
(What' more, they're ecstatic).
'd say/this land is pretty'(, even)eautiful).
Note that reversing the order of intelligent and brilliant, happy and ecstatic, and pretty and'beautifdl (that is, switching to a stronger' first word) produces a particular type of verbal joke.
9.3.
Generality
A second type of difference between the stimulus and response Words concerns the distinction' between the general and the particular. Related words, espeCially those that are mutually substitutable in at least some situations,.'can be ranked in two very general kinds of hierartacal'structures cf. Bever & Rosenbaum, 1970) . The 'following sentence frames can be uged to determineif either hierdrchy. xelates to a given pair of words: tst The foregoing sections have presented a number of sociolinguistic cOnsideratiops,about the use of language it test construction, and have raised:a numbersof issues needing critical examination. The present : section,will review some of these issues from a psychometric perspective and then suggest steps that might lead td an appropriate use of socio-; linguistictechniquesqn testing.
'932 1 10.1. Perspective -In testing, as in many aheloareas in the social sciences, use ce of the art.,is difficult because everyone.considers himself an "exper " Therefore, there exist many commonly held beliefs that are 'unsupported, or indeed/even contradicted, by evidence. Frequently this evidence is known by only a small group of researchers, while the belief is popularly accepted andwidely held. A few such Beliefs are presented and then 'qualified beloy.
;
.Belief One -2-Test language is unnecessarW difficult. If simpler. language were used to pose questions, examinees unaccustomed to academic Ehglish.would perform better. This contentiqn has Been tested by Bornstein and Chamberlain (1970) who, noting the difficulty of language in -tests of social studies achievement, rewrote test items using simpler language:
They found highly similar performances' for the easy and herd ,language versions, a finding that is supported by.a similar study (Livingston, 1973) . ' Two "Psychological tests are not fair to groups who achieve low average scores.' This belief ignores the need to relate scores-to job Performance.
The military services' extensive prograins of research and .development confirm that low scoring personnel may realistically 45e expected-to perform less well on the job thanpigh scoring personnel.
. Belief Three --Psychological testa may be valid for most people buare not related to the performance of minority group members. The . proponents of this ,belief have been so influential that it is mentioned in the guidelines developed by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commidsion s (Gutdelinesiri Employee Selettion Procedures, 1970), -and, indeed, tciere maybe groups for which the belief is true. The extensive research conduCted to date, howeyer, shows tests to be equally valid for minority ,and majority groups. Boehm (1972) and Schmidt et al. (1973) These attempts, made at a high-piestige prIN: institdtidn 1953) , at-a public institution (French Dear, 1959) , and at a rural Although the existing evidence,does 'nit support these beliefs, some of them are undoubtedly iMplicitly involved in certain, of the issues raised in the preceding sectiodS.
In evaluating the discussion 'in these sections, therefore, the following considerations should be kept in,mindv. The sociolinguistic, principles and evaluations developed in this report result from afirstattempE,on a limited amount of material and should not becjudged as a fin.shed or final example of scientific application.
2.
The principles and evaluations are not to be regarded as universally-true, but applicable only in certain situations. The principles and evaluations are not uniquely the property -, 'of sociolinguists;,.manY of the items identified as defective by socio-, linguists could also have been so identified bR test constructors for .similar reasons. , *The systematic development-and application of sociolinguistic t principles to testing will require much more precise fotmulation.and testing than has occurred to date. Some' steps in this direction are suggested below. It should be emphaSized.that group ,hy itembinteractfOns,.not . overall group differences, wouldLpe the most info-Illative indicator of 4 the quality, of items. AngOff and Ford (1973) have long asserted that such coMparisoni of item difficulty in groups could be used to identify partisularly troublesome items. For example, certain tool knowledge . items might be more difficult, on the average, for women than for. men, since Some of ,the tools mentioned are seldom fou9d outside factorieg, 'which are _traditionally men's domain. More cOmmon.tools likely to ,be found in home .workshops might be snore equally recognized by men and women.
10:3t,
Research.
It seems 'ikely that the full: benefits of sociolingastics in testing will require an extended period.of'develogment, application, and evaluation of principles and information. Its organize= tion, mission, and access to diverse populations makes the military ,service better suited to carry-out suchra piogram than most other . establishments. Military personnel rasearchinethe application-of socio-.linguistics to testing could produce results that have value not Only to. the military establAhment but to *industrial and educationaliorganization11-. This, of course, assumes that the discipline has thepotentialand that research results are disseminated through 41: appropriate Professionakmjournals. beyond the scope of the present paper, some aspectaof4such a program A are given below.
10.3.1% Some research topics. Developing a research program, that is both comprehensive and relevant.to the requirements of the. ,military establishohnt goes beypnd the resources and scope of this paper,'but some topics-can be'listed. Clearly, the-reearch required to implement the development and application of sociolinguistic principles to the areas identified in the previous section must address a number of "issues., Some of_the-areas that sociolinguists have felt might be usefully nvestigated are listed below: 
a'
These ideas for study are given as examples only. Additional areas--varying in the importance of their effects--could.be generated'also. 
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Another line of research is directed at more specific determination of the effects of applying sociolinguistic techniques to personnel test situaligns. These effects are reflected in-such test statistic as the ,distribution of item difficulties and in predictive"validiii'coefficientk._ This approach is consistent with both the goal of changing the align--ment of v4rious population groups and the goal of making this alignment more consistent wilpesubsequent performance-To make test language easy-at the expense of44esting relevant,' but difficult,_ concepts will, not be useful. 'Therefore, in addition to understanding thljffecte ol sociolinguistic manipulations of tests, investigations st also be useful in selection techniqUes that will result in more effective 'personnel selection procedures. ,je is' difficult to discuss organizational methods to' reach a goal 1 so'Astrict ass that of "identifying and developing sociolinguistic, ;principles fdr application ;to test construction."
It is, therefor'e,-suggested that perhaps teams of specialists composed of sociolinguistic and measurement experts toad be allowed to inspect existing personnel testa; be informed about anticipated development efforts, and be I encouraged to propose research projects pertinent to the goal at hand. Afigt recommendations are received ftom those teams'and studies completed by them, the most ,probable*eAS_of development and the most useful. immediate outlook is for the development of item evaluation chedklists to assure proper and careful attention to good test construction a principles, from both a psychometric and a sociolinguistic point of view. '.
